A Greenway through the tunnels and canyons of Asturias

DESCRIPTION
Possibly one of the most beautiful
Greenways of Spain, in which we will
encounter spectacular gorges, mountain canyons and impressive tunnels
excavated in bedrock.
Autumn here is like a fairy tale, full of
colors and contrasts, creating a unique
and charming landscape. The Greenway
of the Bear’s Path connects with the
Fuso track, reaching Oviedo through a
natural path.
We will pass through traditional small
towns, where you can enjoy its unique
cuisine and share a bit of your time with
the local people. But above all, you will
have the opportunity to meet the great
host of this route, the brown bear, learning about its ecosystem and conservation projects.

ITINERARY
Day 1, the Station of Tuñón will be our
meeting point to begin this journey. On
our way there, we will stop at the Desfiladero de las Xanas before continuing
to the Buyera Recreational Area. In the
afternoon, we will meet the brown
bear! Our day will end in Proaza. Day 2,
we will depart to Entrago, admiring the
majestic landscape of the Desfiladero
de las Peñas Juntas. After lunch, we will
discover the Park of Prehistory. Return
to Proaza. Day 3, we will visit the
Ethnographic Museum of Quirós to
learn more about the local culture. Afterwards, we will continue to the Valdemurio Reservoir, where we will eat and
take a canoe ride through its pleasant
waters. Day 4, today is the end of our
trip along the Greenway of the Senda
del Oso.

I’m Cristina, I’ll be your hostess in the Greenway
of the Bear’s Path

Price

370€(*)

Minimum group: 8 people
Stay: 4 days and 3 nights
Accommodation: Half board
Stations: Tuñón and Oviedo
Extensions: Santander, Bilbao and
Asturias
INCLUIDED: vehicle and transfers, lodging
in half board (water and wine in meals). Activities indicated. Bike rentals. Tickets and
visits to monuments. Basic travel assistance
insurance and local taxes.
OTHER OPTIONAL SERVICES:
transfer to the arrival point.

vehicle

(*) NOT INCLUDED: alcoholic drinks. Tips.
Any service not indicated in the included
section, will be considered as NOT included.
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